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LINDY VIEW
Nina Miotto
This fall, I took a photograph of the UC/walkway landscape 
as I was leaving Lindy. I began this piece by blocking out 
the prominent colors in the image, using sponges and dried 
leaves that my professor gave me. Next I added my detailed 
structures using watercolors and oil paints and then went 
in with ink to give a more detailed finish. 
ITALIAN CANAL
Nina Miotto
I worked from a photograph I took this summer in Italy 
for this piece. I began with watercolors, blocking out 
areas. I wanted to keep it simple, so I added ink for just 
a touch of detail. 
GIARDINI
Nina Miotto
This piece was inspired by a photo I took in a garden in 
the Veneto of Italy. I began with watercolors and went 
back in with ink for the details.
